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ment. The injury most commonly
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occurs in car crashes that involve a vehicle cominE to a
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sudden stop, ulhile the bodies of the driver and any
that, after three to six months, the syndrome can lead to
passengers continue to move forward, according to the
'depresshre lsastiens'neuroses that may be described as
law of momentum. It can also be the result of strenuous
arxiety states often with phobic symptoms and all nurlner
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of complaints, such as headaches and dizziness, that become
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Modern medicine tends to treat these symptoms with
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back groups of spinal ligaments may be torn. In these
It identi-fres otler effects of the syndrome, including loss
patients, the neck should be supported by wearing a soft
of short-terrn memory loss of mental acuity, loss of will or
collar for six weeks or more.
motivation and changes in sleep Patterns' as well as physical
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Tbars of the front li$aments are of particular concem
An osteopath will then use various tests to determine
because the front liEarnents provide the only support for
the vertebral bodies, the bonybuilding blocks of the spine. u/hether the whiplash caused neurcvascular or nerr€'root
compression. Either magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or
\Vhen these ligaments are torn, it can lead to constant
computed tomography (GD is usualhrecommended to guide
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the treatment.
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In one study, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Another complication of rvhiplash injury-and often in
lnventory QvI}IPD testwas given to 73 patientswith traumatic,
the absence of any actual impact to the head-is impaired
closed-head brain injury to enaluate their emotional state.
blood flowwithin the brain. Some osteopaths maintain that
disturbances in the cerebral circulation followin$ even Anabnis of the results showed that many were experiencin$
emotional disturbances and, surprisingly, those with minor
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injuries showed higher distress lerrels than those with severe
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with post-traumatic syrnptoms when tested four to eight
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subtle manipulation technique inrolrrcs light touches to the
reco\iery a reduction in syrnptoms tended to coincide with
head and sacrum (where the spine meets the hip bone) to
normalization of their brain circulation (tancet' 1966;l:
remove restrictions to the movement of bone and the florv of
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Manipulation in the neck rep,ion plays a si$niffcant part in
reestablishin$ adequate arterial blood flow to the head and
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